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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 This code of conduct applies to all those staff employed by Castle Phoenix Trust and trainees 

and volunteers based at any school within the Trust. 
 

1.2 This code is designed to set out required standards and help employees understand the 
working relationship between themselves, their managers, colleagues, pupils and members of 
the public to whom they deliver a service.  

 
This Code of Conduct is the Trust’s Staff Behaviour Policy (Code Of Conduct) as required by 
Keeping Children Safe in Education (DfE 2019). It is a core component of the Trust’s strategy 
to fulfil its statutory responsibilities to safeguard and promote the welfare of all pupils/students. 

 
The Education Act 2002 (section 175), the Education (Independent School Standards) 
(England) Regulations 2010 as amended by SI 2012/2962 and the Education (Non-Maintained 
Special Schools) (England) Regulations 2011 place duties upon all schools and colleges to 
carry out their duties with regard to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children. 

 
The Children Act 2004 places a duty on organisations to safeguard and promote the well-
being of children and young people.  This includes the need to ensure that all adults who work 
with or on behalf of children and young people in these organisations are competent, confident 
and safe to do so.  
 
Working Together to Safeguard Children and Keeping Children Safe in Education define 
safeguarding as ‘protecting children from maltreatment; preventing impairment of children’s 
health or development; ensuring that children grow up in circumstances consistent with the 
provision of safe and effective care; and taking action to enable all children to have the best 
outcomes’.  

 
1.3 Employees must comply with this Code as it forms part of their terms and conditions of 

employment. The Trust believes that employees are responsible for their actions. 
Headteachers/Governors /Line Managers will ensure that staff have access to a copy of the 
Code of Conduct, it is however the responsibility of all employees to read the Code.  If any of 
the provisions contained within the Code of Conduct, related Codes of Practice or Policies are 
not fully understood, then the employee must, in their own interest, seek clarification from their 
Line Manager.  
 

1.4 The Trust will ensure that advice/guidance referred to throughout this document is accessible 
for all staff employed within the Trust.  

 
1.5 If an employee's actions or behaviour fall below the standards set out in this Code, then the 

Trust may take formal disciplinary action which may include the full range of disciplinary 
sanctions. Serious misconduct, criminal offences or other acts committed outside of working 
hours, which bring the Trust into disrepute or impact on the employee's ability to carry out their 
role, may also result in formal disciplinary action being taken, in accordance with the Trust’s 
procedures.  

 
1.6 Whilst every attempt has been made to cover a wide range of situations, it is recognised that 

this Code cannot cover all eventualities.  There may be times when professional judgements 
are made in situations not covered by this document or which contravene the Code.  It is 
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expected that, in these circumstances, staff and volunteers will always advise school leaders 
of the justification for any such action already taken or proposed.   

 
 Staff must make themselves aware of and understand the Trust’s/School’s safeguarding and 

child protection policy, the procedure for managing allegations against staff and whistle 
blowing procedures and those of the relevant multi-agency partnership (MAP). 

 
  
2. General Principles 
 
2.1 All employees are expected to perform their duties with honesty, integrity, impartiality and 

objectivity in order to give the highest possible standards of service and avoid any conduct 
which could compromise them and the Trust. Therefore, this code sets out required standards 
as referred to in 1.2 above.  

 
2.2 Employees should comply with the rules and procedures set by the Trust in relation to actions 

and behaviours.  
 
2.3 Employees working with young people or vulnerable adults are in a position of great trust.  

Serious breaches of that trust; assault or sexual misconduct or deliberate disregard of policies 
and procedures meant to safeguard vulnerable service users and other recipients of Trust 
services will be regarded as potential gross misconduct.   

 
2.4 Employees have a responsibility for ensuring a safe learning environment for pupils within the 

Trust/establishment. 
 
2.5 All Trust staff have a responsibility to identify children who may be in need of extra help or who 

are suffering, or are likely to suffer, significant harm. All staff then have a responsibility to take 
appropriate action, working with other services as needed.  

 
2.6 In addition to working with the designated safeguarding lead staff members should be aware 

that they may be asked to support social workers to take decisions about individual children.  
 
2.7 Employees who believe that a colleague is acting in a way which might be harmful to the Trust 

or individual pupils, should raise the matter with the Headteacher/Line Manager/designated 
safeguarding lead (in consultation with the headteacher) or in line with the Whistleblowing 
Policy. 

 
2.8 Employees should have regard to the Trust's Behaviour Management Policy to provide 

guidance and support in dealing with behaviour issues as they arise.  
 

2.9 Employees should not demean or undermine pupils, their parents, carers or colleagues or 
display any discriminatory behaviour.  Employees should treat pupils, their parents, carers or 
colleagues with dignity, observing proper boundaries at all times, within and outside of school. 
 

2.10 Employees should comply with statutory provisions, which support the well-being and 
development of pupils.  

 
2.11 Employees must not enter into a personal relationship with pupils at the Trust or any child 

(under the age of 18).   
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Employees must maintain a professional distance between themselves and pupils (including 
those aged over 18) and must have no mobile phone contact, no personal email contact and 
no close relationships including contact through social networking sites and any other form of 
social media.  (Refer to paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3.) 
 
Employees must maintain a professional distance between themselves and former pupils 
under the age of 18 and must have no mobile phone contact, no personal email contact and 
no close relationships including contact through social networking sites and any other form of 
social media.   
 
Staff and volunteers should be circumspect in their communications with pupils so as to avoid 
any possible misinterpretation of their motives or any behaviour which could be construed as 
grooming.  They should therefore ensure that all communications with pupils are transparent, 
open to scrutiny and compliant with Trust policies. 
 
 

2.12 Employees should not bring the public trust, reputation and standing of the Trust into 
disrepute.  

 
3. Working Relationships  
 
3.1 All employees have a right to be treated with dignity at work.  Staff should always respect their 

colleagues, the pupils and the reputation of the Trust. 
 
3.2 All employees are expected to follow the Trust's policies on equality and diversity. All forms of 

harassment, including racial and sexual harassment, and harassment on the grounds of 
disability, religion, sexuality, age, gender, political affiliation or membership of a trade union 
are unacceptable.   

 
3.3 All forms of bullying, including threats or verbal aggression, prejudicial or discriminatory 

language, towards colleagues is unacceptable and will be dealt with seriously by the Trust. 
 
3.4 If there are work related issues, which cannot be resolved informally with another colleague, 

the Line Manager should be advised. Also refer to the Trust's Grievance Procedure. 
  
3.5 Employees should not be involved in decisions relating to any discipline, promotion, 

performance development review, or pay progression of any employee who is a relative, or 
with whom they have a close personal relationship. If an employee develops a close personal 
relationship where a conflict of interest might arise they should notify their Line Manager/HR 
Provider. 

 

In the context of paragraph 3.5, a personal relationship is defined as: 

 a family relationship,  

 a business/commercial/financial relationship or  

 a sexual/romantic relationship  

 or a previous relationship, e.g. former spouse, where there could be a degree of bias either 
for or against an applicant or another employee. 
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3.6 Employees should maintain an effective and professional working relationship with their 
colleagues and Line Manager.  

 
3.7 Employees should participate in initiatives designed to improve the efficiency and 

effectiveness of service delivery.  
 

3.8 Trust policies, procedures and codes of practice should be followed at all times.  
 
3.9 An employee should never conceal a matter that should be reported, or damage, alter or 

falsify any document, form or record.  
 

Where an employee falsifies records or other documents, including those held electronically, 
this will be regarded as a serious disciplinary matter (which could result in disciplinary action 
up to and including dismissal) and potentially a criminal offence.   

 
3.10 It is the responsibility of the employee that if their personal circumstances change, i.e. change 

of address or home telephone number, they should inform a member of the Trust's 
administrative team/their Line Manager and make the relevant changes via Resource Link if 
applicable. 

 
4. Working with Children and Young People 
 
4.1 Infatuations 
 

 Occasionally, a pupil may develop an infatuation with an adult who works with them. When this 
does occur, words or actions may be misinterpreted. An employee, who becomes aware that a 
pupil is developing an infatuation, should discuss this at the earliest opportunity with their line 
manager and/or the school’s designated safeguarding lead (depending on the school’s 
arrangements as directed by the headteacher) so appropriate action can be taken to avoid any 
hurt, distress or embarrassment.  

 
4.2 Social Media/Mobile Phone/On-line Gaming 

Employees must not have mobile phone or social media contact with pupils in the Trust.  This 
includes people up to the age of 18 and over 18 years old who are pupils within the Trust.  
(Social media is the collective of online communications channels dedicated to community-
based input, interaction, content-sharing and collaboration. Websites and applications 
dedicated to forums, microblogging, social networking, social bookmarking, social 
bookmarking and wikis are among the different types of social media.)   
 
The only contact that can be made via email is for professional purposes using the school 
email system using the employee’s own school staff email account.  If contact through mobile 
phone is ever perceived as being needed, this must be agreed with the headteacher or 
school’s designated safeguarding lead (depending on the school’s arrangements as directed 
by the headteacher. 
 
Arrangements will be made, if appropriate, for a school owned mobile phone (eg school trip 
phone) to be used in such extreme situations. The phone will be signed for, and returned 
within agreed timeframes, in accordance with the school equipment procedure.  
 
Staff must ensure that any social media settings are appropriately secure so that their profiles 
and photos are set so that pupils and parents do not have access to personal data and 
images. 
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Staff will leave themselves open to a charge of professional misconduct if images of staff in a 
compromising situation are made available on a public profile by anyone.  If staff become 
aware that a pupil does gain access to a profile of a member of staff the designated 
safeguarding lead must be informed immediately. 
 
Staff must not discuss or share data/information relating to children/parents/carers/staff in 
social media groups. 
 
Staff must not have on-line gaming contact with pupils.  Should a member of staff realise that 
they are in an online game with a pupil, the member of staff must cease to play against that 
pupil and should not enter any games containing that player as part of the group.  The 
member of staff should let their line manager know of this action as soon as reasonably 
practicable. 

 
4.3 Social Contacts  
 
4.3.1 The Trust understands that for staff with children or relatives at the school, those who live in 

the area of the school or those involved in parental engagement or community based activities 
or volunteering, may have contact with children and young people in the community.  It is 
impossible to pre-empt all scenarios which may involve staff being in liaison with pupils of the 
Trust outside of school.  Every employee must therefore ensure they firmly establish and 
agree the reason why contact might take place with pupils outside of school with their line 
manager in order that a log is maintained of such reasons.   

 
If a parent or pupil seeks to establish social contact, or if this occurs coincidentally, the 
employee must use their discretion with their initial response and then always liaise with their 
line manager at their nearest opportunity to log how the contact occurred.  Employees should 
not respond on social media sites if a parent or pupil seeks contact in this manner.  
 
However, the Trust understands that for staff with children or relatives at the school, those who 
live in the area of the school or those involved in parental engagement or community based 
activities or volunteering, may have contact with parents in the community.  It is impossible to 
pre-empt all scenarios including extreme situations which may involve staff being in liaison 
with parents of pupils of the Trust outside of school.  Every employee must therefore ensure 
they seek guidance from their line manager if they have any concerns whatsoever about their 
contact with parents outside of school.  Activities/private interests/outside employment, which 
employees may participate in when they are not at work, and communication of any type with 
parents, must not bring the Trust into disrepute.  Employees should not put themselves in a 
position which could result in public confidence in the Trust being weakened (NB see 1.1 The 
Trust includes Hill Farm Primary School (‘the school’), Kingsbury School (‘the school’) and 
Caludon Castle School (‘the school’).) 
 

4.3.2 It will never be appropriate for an employee to give or exchange their personal details such as 
home/mobile phone number; home or email address to or with a pupil of the Trust.  Staff must 
not keep or store the mobile phone number of a pupil.  The only exception is where the pupil is 
the child or grandchild of the member of staff holding the number.   

 
4.3.3 Use of social networking, personal websites, and blogs by staff and volunteers while on 

school premises  
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Employees and volunteers must only access social networking websites for personal use in 
accordance with the Trust’s ICT use policy. 
 
Access to some journals, blogs and social networking sites is permitted during work time for 
the purposes of undertaking job related duties only.  Employees must act in the best interests 
of the Trust and not disclose personal data or information about any individual including pupils, 
members of staff, pupils, parents and professionals from external organisations.  This includes 
images.  Access may be withdrawn and disciplinary action taken if there is a breach of 
confidentiality or defamatory remarks are made about the school,Trust, pupils, staff, parents or 
professionals from external organisations. 

 
Employees who wish to set up personal web forums, weblogs or 'blogs' must do so outside of 
work and not use school equipment for the purpose. 

 

The Trust respects employees’ and volunteers’ rights to a private life.  However, it must also 
ensure that confidentiality and its reputation are protected.  Employees using social networking 
websites, web forums, weblogs or 'blogs' in their private life; 
 

 must refrain from identifying themselves as working for the Trust in a way which has, or 
may have, the effect of bringing the Trust into disrepute. 

 must not identify other Trust employees, children or young people. 

 must not make any defamatory remarks about the Trust, pupils, staff or volunteers, 
parents/carers, associated professionals or contractors or conduct themselves in way that 
is detrimental to the school. 

 must not disclose personal data or information about the school, pupils/students, staff or 
volunteers, parents/carers, associated professionals or contractors that could breach the 
Data Protection Act 2018, for example, posting photographs or images of pupils/students 
or colleagues. 

 
4.4     Physical Contact  
 
4.4.1 There are occasions when it is entirely appropriate for employees to have some physical 

contact with the pupil with whom they are working, for example those who teach PE, Games, 
Drama or who offer music tuition. However, it is crucial that in all circumstances, employees 
should only touch pupils in ways which are appropriate to their professional or agreed role and 
responsibilities. 

 
4.4.2 When physical contact is made with a pupil this should be in response to their needs at the 

time, of limited duration and appropriate to their age, stage of development, gender, ethnicity 
and background. 

 
Not all children and young people feel comfortable about physical contact and staff and 
volunteers should not make the assumption that it is acceptable practice to use touch as a 
means of communication, even if a pupil is in distress. Permission should be sought from a 
pupil/student before physical contact is made.  Where the pupil is very young, there should be 
a discussion with the parent or carer about what physical contact is acceptable and/or 
necessary.  
 
Physical contact which occurs regularly with an individual pupil/student is likely to raise 
questions unless there is explicit agreement on the need for, and nature of, that contact.  This 
would then be part of a formally agreed and written plan or within the parameters of 
established, agreed and legal professional protocols on physical contact, e.g. sport activities or 
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medical procedures.  Any such arrangements should be understood and agreed by all 
concerned, justified in terms of the child's needs, consistently applied and open to scrutiny. 
 
Physical contact should never be secretive, or for the gratification of the member of staff or 
volunteer, or represent a misuse of authority.  If a member of staff or volunteer believes that 
their action could be misinterpreted, or if an action is observed by another the member of staff 
or volunteer as being inappropriate or possibly abusive, the incident and circumstances should 
be reported as outlined in the Policy for Dealing with Allegations of Abuse Made Against 
Teachers and Other Staff Including Volunteers. 
 
 

4.4.3 In all circumstances where a pupil initiates inappropriate physical contact, employees should 
sensitively deter the pupil and help them understand the importance of personal boundaries 
and must always report such circumstances to their Line Manager.  

 
4.5      Sexual Contact 
 
4.5.1   It is an offence for a person over 18 to have a sexual relationship with a child under 18 where 

that person is in a position of trust in respect of that child, even if the relationship is 
consensual. This applies where the child is in full-time education and the person works in the 
same establishment as the child, even if s/he does not teach the child.  The sexual activity 
referred to does not just involve physical contact it may also include non-contact activities.  

 
4.5.2  Any sexual activity between an employee and a child or young person with whom they work 

may be regarded as a criminal offence as detailed in sections 16-21 of the Sexual Offences 
Act 2003 and will always be a matter for disciplinary action.  

 The four offences are 

• Sexual touching of a pupil by an adult working at the school. (s.16) 

• Causing or inciting a pupil to engage is a sexual activity (s.17) 

• Engaging in sexual activity in front of a pupil (s.18) 

• For the gratification of an adult working at the school, causing a pupil to watch a sex act 
(s.19). 

4.5.3 It will not be permitted for any employee to have a sexual relationship or sexual activity with a 
pupil as outlined in 4.5.1 or 4.5.2 even if they are aged over 18 and will be a matter for 
disciplinary action. 

4.5.4 Voyeurism (Offences) Act 2019  

This act criminalises the act of 'up skirting'. The Criminal Prosecution Service (CPS) defines 
'up skirting' as a colloquial term referring to the action of placing equipment such as a camera 
or mobile phone beneath a person’s clothing to take a voyeuristic photograph without their 
permission. It is not only confined to victims wearing skirts or dresses and equally applies 
when men or women are wearing kilts, cassocks shorts or trousers. It is often performed in 
crowded public places, for example on public transport or at music festivals, which can make it 
difficult to notice offenders." Refer to section 1.5. 

4.6 One to One Situations and Driving 
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4.6.1 One to one meetings should be held in open/visible venues as far as possible for example hub 
areas, classrooms. Employees must inform another member of staff if they are holding an 
essentially private planned one to one meeting.  The glass panel view into a room should 
never be blocked when holding meetings.  Employees must always take advice from senior 
staff if they are at all concerned about personal discussions or if there could be a chance of 
misinterpretation in any aspect. 

4.6.2 In certain situations staff may be required or offer to transport pupils as part of their work. 
Wherever possible and practicable it is advisable that transport of pupils is undertaken other 
than in private vehicles.  Employees must obtain prior approval from their line manager before 
transporting any pupil in their own vehicle, for the purpose of school business only.  The 
employee must have already brought in proof of appropriate vehicle insurance and licence to 
drive.  Ideally the employee will transport pupils with another adult in their car.  If this is not 
possible, approval must be obtained from either the headteacher or a deputy headteacher. 
The pupil must be transported in the back seat of the vehicle with a seat belt in place and 
booster seat if required. 

 
Staff should never offer to transport pupils outside of their normal working duties, other than in 
an emergency or where not doing so would mean the child may be at risk. In these 
circumstances the matter should be recorded and reported to both their manager and the 
child’s parent(s).  
 
Staff must ensure if they are driving for work that they are fit to drive, free from any drugs or 
alcohol or medicine that is likely to impair judgement or the ability to drive.  The vehicle being 
used must be suitably insured including with business use cover and safe with a valid MOT 
certificate. 

 
4.7 Personal Care 

Children and young people are entitled to respect and privacy at all times and especially when 
in a state of undress, changing clothes, bathing or undertaking any form of personal care.  
There are occasions where there will be a need for an appropriate level of supervision in order 
to safeguard children and young people and/or satisfy health and safety considerations.  This 
supervision should be appropriate to the needs and age of the pupils concerned and sensitive 
to the potential for embarrassment. 

 
Staff and volunteers need to be vigilant about their own behaviour, ensure they follow agreed 
guidelines and be mindful of the needs of the pupils/students with whom they work. 

 

When supervising children or young people who are in the course of dressing or undressing as 
part of curriculum activities such as sport, swimming, dance or drama; or while engaged in a 
residential visit, staff and volunteers need to seek a balance between safeguarding pupils, for 
instance by ensuring that bullying does not take place, while respecting pupils’ entitlement to 
privacy when changing and in a state of undress.  Staff should therefore announce their 
intention of entering a changing room or dormitory, maintain a brisk and business like 
presence but avoid lingering in the room, looking at and any form of physical contact with a 
pupil while they are in a state of undress.   

5. Working and Contact with the Media  
 
5.1 Employees should refer requests for this type of ‘information’ to their Line Manager in the first 

instance. 
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5.2 Employees who write or give interviews must ensure that they make it clear that they are not 

representing the Trust’s view and do not bring the Trust into disrepute.  
 
5.3 They should not publicise material which is confidential or against the Trust’s/any employee’s 

interest.  
 
6. Working and the Law 
 
6.1 Employees have a duty at all times to uphold the law.  
 
6.2 Teaching is a notifiable occupation, which means that the police report any conviction or 

caution given to a teacher to the Department for Education (DFE).   
 

Schools and colleges have a legal duty to refer to the DBS anyone who has harmed, or poses 
a risk of harm, to a child, or if there is reason to believe the member of staff has committed 
one of a number of listed offences, and who has been removed from working (paid or unpaid) 
in regulated activity, or would have been removed had they not left. The DBS will consider 
whether to bar the person. Referrals should be made as soon as possible after the resignation 
or removal of the individual.  

 
All other convictions and cautions are considered by the Trust in accordance with the Teacher 
Misconduct guidance from the Teaching Regulation Agency. 

 
6.3 An employee must inform their Line Manager or Headteacher immediately if they are the 

subject of a police investigation, receive any conviction or caution, are charged with any 
offence, including driving offences, if they are barred from working with children or vulnerable 
adults, if they are the subject of a referral to the Disclosure and Barring Service or any 
successor body; or if there is a formal child protection investigation of them or any member of 
their household. 

The line manager/Headteacher must seek advice and then consider if any follow up action is 
necessary and decide if the matter should be referred and considered at a disciplinary hearing. 
Some offences would be classed as serious and would fall under the definition of gross 
misconduct. (Also refer to the Disciplinary Procedure.) 

 
6.4  Employees must comply with the requirements of statutory bodies relating to the examination, 

assessment and evaluation of pupil achievement and attainment. They must not alter, falsify or 
add to; scripts for SATs, statutory teacher assessments (eg at the end of the EYFS and key 
stage one), coursework or moderating marks submitted for GCSE examination, and should not 
provide unauthorised photocopies of forthcoming examination papers to pupils.  

 
7. Working Safely 
 
7.1 It is the duty of all employees to take reasonable care of their health and safety and that of 

others who are affected by what they do or do not do.  They should also ensure that they keep 
up to date with health and safety guidance as provided by the employer. (Also refer to the 
school’s Health and Safety Policy.) 

 
7.2 Employees working in one to one situations with children and young people may be more 

vulnerable to allegations. They should therefore assess the need to have another adult 
present, and consider the location and facilities to ensure their own security and safety and 
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that of the child/young person. (Also see Lone Working Policy and Policy for dealing with 
allegations of abuse made against teachers and other staff)  

 
7.3 An employee should use any safety clothing and equipment provided by the employer that is 

needed in their role and ensure that the equipment is not misused, neglected or damaged.  
 
7.4 An employee must report any accident or “near misses” they have at work as soon as possible 

and accurately complete an accident report form, this includes verbal and physical assaults. 
 
7.5 Employees must take reasonable care of pupils under their supervision with the aim of 

ensuring their health and safety. (Also refer to the school’s Policy & Guidance on Educational 
Visits.) 

 
7.6 Alcohol should not be consumed during the working day unless agreed beforehand by the 

appropriate Line Manager for a specific occasion.  Employees should make sure that if they do 
drink alcohol at any time when they are off duty, it does not affect their ability to carry out their 
work or in any way damage the reputation of the Trust. (Also refer to the Addiction Policy & 
Capability Policy.) 

 
7.7 Employees should not take any non-medical substance, such as drugs, that may affect their 

performance at work.  Prescribed drugs may be taken but if a GP gives an employee any 
medication that may have a negative effect on their performance, they should tell their Line 
Manager in confidence.  The use of illegal substances may not only result in formal action, 
including the possibility of summary dismissal, but may also be reported to the police. (Also 
refer to the Addiction Policy & Capability Policy.) 

 
7.8  The Trust operates a No Smoking Policy. This applies to all Castle Phoenix premises. (Also 

refer to the No Smoking Policy within the Trust.) 
 
7.9 No child or young person should be in or invited into the home or domestic setting of an 

employee or volunteer unless the reason for that has been firmly established and agreed with 
parents/ carers and the Head teacher/Principal. 

 
The Trust does not expect or require that employees or volunteers use their home or private 
living space for work with children.  Staff should not invite any pupils into their living 
accommodation unless the reason to do so has been firmly agreed with the DSL and the 
pupil’s parents/carers. 

 
Under no circumstances should pupils assist with chores or tasks in the home of an employee 
or volunteer.  Neither should they be asked to do so by friends or family of any employee or 
volunteer. 
 

7.10 There are occasions when it is necessary to make home visits in response to urgent or 
specific situations or in connection with an individual’s role.  Staff should familiarise 
themselves with the risk assessment process that is available in connection with this.  There 
will be occasions where risk assessments are not possible or not available, e.g. when 
emergency services are used.  In these circumstances, a record must always be made of the 
circumstances and outcome of the home visit. Such records must always be available for 
scrutiny. 

 
8.  Gifts 
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8.1  An employee's actions must not be influenced by offers of gifts or hospitality and must not give 
the impression to another member of staff, parent, pupil or service user that they are 
influenced in this way.  

 
8.2      Employees should only accept gifts of a modest and token value.   
 
8.3 Employees should not accept a gift of hospitality from anyone who is, or may be in the 

foreseeable future, tendering for any contract with the Trust or may be seeking employment 
with the Trust. Employees should decline any offer of hospitality if they think the giver has an 
ulterior motive.  

 

8.4 The Bribery Act 2010 defines bribery as the giving or taking of a reward in return for acting 
dishonestly and/or in breach of the law.  There are four different classifications of bribery: 

 

 Bribing another person 

 Being bribed 

 Bribing a foreign public official 

 Failure to prevent bribery. 
 

If any individual offers you a bribe or there is evidence of improper behaviour by others, you 
should report this to your line manager immediately. 
 
Offering a gift or hospitality to a customer, supplier or other person with the intention of gaining 
a business advantage is not permitted.  Any business gifts or invitations to hospitality events 
that are issued must always be agreed by your line manager. 
 
If you are found to have accepted or been given any bribe you will face disciplinary action 
which could include dismissal for gross misconduct.   This may also lead to criminal 
investigation and potential prison sentence for those found guilty of bribery. 

 

8.5 The giving of gifts or rewards to pupils should be part of an agreed policy for supporting 
positive behaviour or recognising particular achievements. The giving of a personal gift for a 
specific reason is only acceptable practice where, in line with the agreed policy, the employee 
has first discussed this with their Line Manager. (Refer to the school’s policy on supporting 
positive behaviour.) 

 

8.6 Employees should be cautious when selecting children for specific activities or privileges to 
avoid perceptions of favouritism or unfairness. Methods and criteria for selection should 
always be transparent and subject to scrutiny.  

 
9    Working with Integrity  
 
9.1 If the Trust wishes to sponsor an event or service, no employee, relative or friend should 

benefit from such sponsorship in a direct way without there being full disclosure to, and prior 
approval by the Headteacher/Line Manager.   

 
9.2 Employees are required to declare to the Line Manager, any pecuniary interests which could 

conflict with the Trust’s interests, including any Directorships or equivalent position, which they 
may hold.  
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9.3 Deliberately giving false information on claims such as mileage, travel/subsistence allowances, 
self-certification forms or attendance records will be deemed as fraud.  All 
documents/forms/records should be completed honestly.  

 
9.4 Employees’ behaviour, either in or out of the workplace, and/or activities/private interests 

outside employment, which employees may participate in when they are not at work, must not 
bring the Trust into disrepute or compromise an employee’s position within the work setting.  
Employees should not put themselves in a position which could result in public confidence in 
the Trust being weakened.  

 
  
10 Working with Money and Property 
 
10.1 Employees should ensure that they use Trust funds entrusted to them in a responsible and 

lawful manner.  
 
10.2 Financial and Accounting procedures within the Trust should be followed at all times.  
 
10.3 The Trust’s property such as stationery, photocopiers etc. may be used for Trust business 

only, unless permission has been given for other use.  Facilities such as telephones, mobile 
phones, Internet, e-mail and other ICT facilities can only be used in accordance with the Trust 
policy. (Refer to Acceptable Use of ICT Facilities Policy.) 

 
10.4 Employees should follow the Trust’s policy and procedures on computer virus protection.  A 

virus, which is maliciously hidden in a programme, can corrupt and damage computer files and 
discs.  Employees need to be made aware that if they knowingly introduce a computer virus, 
this is not just a contravention of expected behaviour within their employment, they are 
breaking the law. 

 
10.5 Employees should ensure that they follow the Trusts security procedures in relation to the use 

of computers and the proper management of computer held information.  Particular care must 
be taken to observe established procedures when using passwords and logging on and off.  
Employees should never share a password or similar security device that may lead to 
unauthorised access to the Trusts systems or property.  

 
10.6 Employees should gain proper prior approval from the owner of the copyright before copying 

computer programmes (software) and other literature for personal use as it is an offence 
(Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988). Refer to the Acceptable Use of ICT Facilities 
Policy. 

 
10.7 Employees should return any property or equipment which they have been allowed to borrow 

by the Trust as soon as they leave their job or when requested by their Line Manager.  
 
11. Recruitment and Selection and Other Employment Matters 
 
11.1 If employees are involved in recruitment and selection they are expected to ensure that all 

appointments are made strictly on the basis of merit in accordance with the Trust's recruitment 
and selection process and guidance contained within Keeping Children Safe in Education 
(Safer Recruitment). Employees should not be involved in an appointment where they are 
related to an applicant, or have a close personal relationship outside work with him/her.    
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11.2 Any reference provided by a line manager in relation to another employee on behalf of the 
Trust, whether it is written or verbal, should be factual and give an honest representation of the 
experience, skills, abilities and/or other qualities of that employee.   All references must be 
‘approved’ by the headteacher/Trust HR support before being sent to the external organisation 
and a copy held on the employee’s file. 

 
11.3 Employees must not misuse or misrepresent their professional position, qualifications or 

experience, nor should they falsify a reference.  
 
12. Outside Commitments and Private Work and Intellectual Property 
 
12.1 During the period of your employment, you shall not, except with prior written consent of the 

headteacher, work for, be employed by or have any interest in any other business. 

The headteacher should assess if the nature of the work might be seen to conflict with the 
interests of the Trust and advise accordingly.    

 
12.2 Any secondary employment cannot be carried out by employees during the time the Trust 

employs them (i.e. when they should be in attendance at the Trust/undertaking work for the 
Trust under their contract of employment for those specific hours), which includes periods of 
sickness absence.  

 
12.3 Employees, both during the period of your employment and thereafter, shall not disclose to 

any person or make use of for their own benefit or for the benefit of any other person, any 
trade secret or confidential information of the Employer unless they have obtained the written 
consent of the headteacher. 

12.4 Intellectual property created by staff ‘in the course of their employment’ belongs to the 
Employer. All notes, records, correspondence, document and items containing stored material 
relating to confidential information and or the affairs of the school will therefore remain property 
of the Trust and will be handed over by the employee to the Employer as required. 

 
12.5 Staff, who undertake tutoring on a self employed basis, must ensure they follow the above 

guidance in full.  Tutoring any pupil from the school in which a member of staff works could be 
a conflict of interest and is not likely to gain the consent of the headteacher.   Therefore 
express written consent must always be sought before any form of tutoring is undertaken. 
 

 
13. Disclosure of Information and Confidentiality 
 
13.1  Employees may have access to confidential information about children and young people in 

order to undertake their responsibilities.  In some circumstances they may have access to or 
be given highly sensitive or private information. These details must be kept confidential at all 
times and only shared when it is in the interests of the child to do so. They should gain the 
permission of the Line Manager before disclosing this information to any unauthorised party, in 
order to protect the employee from any accusations of inappropriate use. 

 
13.2 Information held by the Trust in relation to staff and pupils may be subject to the provision of 

the Data Protection Act.  Employees should never put themselves in the position where the 
disclosure of information puts themselves, a colleague, a pupil or the reputation of the 
Trust/service at risk.  
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13.3 Employees should respect the confidentiality of information they may know about staff and 
Trust meetings and the contents of any confidential Trust documents and information. 

 
13.4 The Data Protection Act 2018 contains ‘safeguarding of children and individuals at risk’ as a 

processing condition that allows practitioners to share information without consent, if it is not 
possible to gain consent, it cannot be reasonably expected that a practitioner gains consent or 
if to gain consent would place a child at risk.  All staff much liaise with the data protection 
officer or their DSL prior to sharing such information. 

 
14. Being a Member of an Organisation 

 
14.1 Employees should ensure that their membership or involvement with any external organisation 

does not lead to an actual or perceived (maybe because of its nature and maybe because it is 
in the 'public domain') conflict of interest with their position as an employee of the Trust, or 
conflict with the Trust's policies/objectives or damage to the Trust's reputation. It is important 
to avoid any perception that advice, guidance, or decisions for which they are responsible 
could be influenced by their membership of a particular organisation. This does not apply to 
membership of a trade union. 

 
15. Whistleblowing 
 

15.1 Under the Whistleblowing policy and procedure, if an employee believes that there has been 
any fraud, irregularity, improper behaviour towards a pupil, corruption or the law has been 
broken, they should report such incidents under this policy. Refer to the Whistleblowing Policy. 

 
15.2 The Whistleblowing policy is intended to encourage and enable employees to raise concerns 

safely and without fear of retribution within the Trust rather than overlooking a problem. The 
Trust will not tolerate harassment or victimisation and will take action to protect any employee 
when they have raised a concern in good faith.  Similarly no employee must treat another 
employee less favourably on the grounds that that employee has, intends, or is suspected of 
doing anything under the Whistleblowing procedures. 

 
16. Radicalisation 
 

Employees should not engage in any conduct or teaching that undermines the fundamental 
values of democracy, the rule of the law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of 
those with different faiths and beliefs.   
 
It is the role of staff to understand the issues of radicalisation and to be able to recognise the 
signs of vulnerability or radicalisation.  Employees must refer concerns about staff or pupils in 
connection with radicalisation which might be harmful to the Trust or individual pupils, must 
raise the matter with their Line Manager/designated safeguarding lead (in consultation with the 
headteacher) or in line with the Whistleblowing Policy. 
 
The use of social media to engage and incite potential followers is a new phenomenon, 
changing traditional notions of how terrorist groups communicate, and leading to children and 
young people being exposed to extremist content in the online world.  This threat of exposure 
to extremism does not just come from groups such as Islamic State, but also from ‘far-right’ 
groups. 
 
Consequently, the scope of online safety and safeguarding has changed, with new and 
unprecedented online threats posed to children across the UK from this radicalisation and 
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extremism activity. Staff must therefore take the utmost care in ensuring they do not share 
extremist views in any form. 

 
17. Dress and Appearance 
 

The Trust places considerable emphasis on high standards of dress as it wishes to ensure that 
a professional image of the Trust is presented to visitors and the community and that a sense 
of pride is instilled in both pupils and staff in respect of their personal presentation.   
 
The Trust requires pupils to be smart in their uniform in accordance with schools’ uniform 
policies. 
 
Staff should attend work looking smart and professional, using judgement and common sense 
to wear suitable clothing and to be presented appropriately.  Appearance is an important 
aspect of Trust policy which applies to all staff irrespective of status.   
 
This policy is not intended to be exhaustive in defining acceptable and unacceptable standards 
of dress and appearance.  Priority will be given to modelling professionalism, health and safety 
and safeguarding requirements.  Staff are expected to use their common sense in adhering to 
the principles underpinning this Trust dress code and being role models for professional dress. 
 
Unless specific activities require formal dress or sporting attire, staff should dress smartly, 
decently, appropriately and safely and for avoidance of doubt should not wear: 

 any type of denim or jeans 

 revealing or excessively tight clothing such as low cut tops, cropped tops and short 
skirts 

 clothing which exposes underwear 

 casual t-shirts or shorts (except for PE) 

 trainers (except for PE/physical activity) 

 combat or cargo trousers 

 leggings unless worn under a skirt or dress of appropriate length 

 flip flops or crocks unless medically advised by doctor and evidenced to the Trust 

 clothing with large logos, political symbols or contentious slogans 

 clothing that may be viewed as offensive, revealing, sexually provocative, which may 
distract, cause embarrassment or give rise to misunderstanding or any other extremes 
of fashion. 

 
Where personal protective equipment is required, it will be issued free of charge and staff are 
required to wear/use the equipment. 
 

18. Extra-Curricular Activities 
 

Staff must take particular care when supervising pupils in the less formal atmosphere of a 
residential setting or after-school activity.  Staff remain in a position of trust and need to ensure 
that their behaviour is appropriate in line with this code of conduct at all times. 
 

19. Photography, Videos, Media Footage and other Creative Arts 
 

School activities may include recording images.  These may be undertaken as part of the 
curriculum, out of school activities, for publicity or to celebrate achievement. 
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Staff must not misuse these aspects for pornographic or ‘grooming’ purposes but need to be 
aware about the potential for these aspects of teaching to be misused for pornographic or 
‘grooming’ purposes. 
Staff must therefore be able to justify images of children in their possession on school 
equipment, be clear about the purpose of the activity and what will happen to the images when 
the lesson/activity is concluded, ensuring that all images are available for scrutiny in order to 
screen for acceptability.  Making images must be avoided in one to one situations. 
 
The use of images of children for the Trust’s publicity purposes has already had or not had the 
consent of parents.  Images must not be displayed on the school or Trust’s websites, other 
websites, in publications or a public place, without parental consent. 
 
Staff must not have images of pupils stored on personal cameras, devices or home 
computers.  Staff must not make use of hidden cameras in any circumstances.  Staff must not 
make images of pupils available on the internet other than through the school network/website, 
with the aforementioned permission from parents. 
 
Staff should take extreme care to ensure that children and young people are not exposed, 
through any medium, to inappropriate or indecent images. There are no circumstances that 
will justify adults: making, downloading, possessing or distributing indecent images or pseudo-
images of children (child abuse images). Accessing these images, whether using the setting’s 
or personal equipment, on or off the premises, or making, storing or disseminating such 
material is illegal. If indecent images of children are discovered at the establishment or on the 
school or setting’s equipment an immediate referral will be made to the DSL and the police 
contacted if relevant. The images/equipment will be secured ensuring the necessary criminal 
action is not jeopardised. If the images are of children known to the school, a referral should 
also be made to children’s social care in line with local arrangements. Under no circumstances 
should any adult use school or setting equipment to access pornography. Personal equipment 
containing pornography or links to it must never be brought into or used in the workplace. This 
will raise serious concerns about the suitability of the adult to continue working with children 
and young people. 

 
20. Finance and Purchasing 
 

It is vital that the Trust achieves the best value for money for all purchases, whether they are 
goods or services.  Staff should familiarise themselves with purchasing policies and 
procedures through the finance team and ensure that there is no corruption or private gain 
involved in any contractual or purchasing arrangement through the Trust.  Staff should also 
adhere to the anti-fraud policy which is included in the Trust financial management and 
procedures policy available through the Trust finance team. 
 

21. Declaration 

Employees must declare to the Trust their relationship with any individual(s) where this might 
cause a conflict with school activities.  For example, a relationship with a Governor, another 
staff member or a contractor who provides services to the school. 

Failure to make a relevant declaration of interests is a serious breach of trust and therefore if 
employees are in doubt about a declaration, they are advised to take advice from their Head 
teacher or trade union. 

22. Contact with Parents 
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Staff must contact parents only through school email or through the school’s telephone system 
unless caller ID is withheld on personal devices.  Staff must not have contact with parents 
through their personal email or text through their personal device. 

 
Staff must refrain from sending personal communication to parents unless agreed with senior 
managers and must inform senior management of any relationship with a parent where this 
extends beyond the usual parent/professional relationship.   

 
23.  Review. 
 

This code of conduct will be kept under review in the light of recommendations and guidance 
issued nationally in relation to standards of conduct in public life and revised as necessary. 
 
 

 


